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Abstract
Genome sequence data is now “Big Data” in both vol-
ume and velocity. Joined with medical records, genome
data can be mined for insights for treating disease. Ge-
nomics today is dominated by batch processing: simple
analytical questions take days to answer. We propose in-
stead that genomics be made interactive so that queries
on a large genome database in the cloud are answered
across the network in seconds. Towards this vision, we
introduce a query language, Genome Query Language
(GQL), in which intervals are first class, and joins are
based on intersection not equality. GQL can be used to
query for large structural variations on the TCGA cancer
archive using only 5-10 lines of high level code that takes
around 60 seconds to execute in the Azure cloud on an
input BAM file of 83 GB. GQL results can be incremen-
tally deployed both on the UCSC browser and by refac-
toring an existing variant caller to provide 6x speedup.
Our paper focuses on the system design and five key
optimizations — cached parsing, lazy joins, material-
ized views and chromosomal parallelism — that speed
up query processing by 100x. We also reflect on 3 years
of experience designing and using GQL.

1 Introduction
We argue that genomics is being commoditized and out-
line a vision for interactive genomics. Each cell in the
body is controlled by “programmed instructions” writ-
ten into its total DNA (genome). The program text is a
string of around 3 billion characters drawn from an al-
phabet of {A,C,G, T} modularized into functional rou-
tines called genes. Genes contain the instructions for
making proteins, which are the functional machinery in
the cell. Thus, any mutation/variation in the instruc-
tions can cause the machinery to be faulty, causing dis-
ease. These mutations may be inherited (and therefore,
present in all cells), or somatic, acquired during the life-
time of the individual. Pernicious somatic mutations
might cause a cell to grow uncontrolled and become a
tumor cell. Such somatic mutations can be discovered
by comparing the genomes of normal and cancer cells.
The term personalized medicine is often applied to the
context in which the treatment is specifically tailored to
individual genomic variation. Personalized medicine and
large-scale discovery of variation are likely in a few years
because of the following trends:

Falling costs: Sequencing costs fell from $100M in
2001 to around $3,000 in 2012, faster than Moore’s Law.
Costs should fall to below $1000 in a few years[16].1

Data Velocity: 30,000 full sequence genomes were pro-
duced in 2011 versus 2700 in 2010. The Beijing Ge-
nomics Institute [11] has 128 sequencers that can pro-
duce 40,000 sequences per year in China alone. Elec-
tronic Medical Records: Phenotype information such
as the patient’s age, sex, disease codes, diet and and
drug treatments are traditionally stored in a patient med-
ical record. The HITECH act [10] mandates that med-
ical records become electronically readable EMRs by
2014. Cancer Genomics: Cancer treatments have not
improved significantly in 10 years, incentivizing patients
and physicians to try new treatments [18]. Drugs such as
Herceptin and Gleevec have targeted genomic pathways
and have had great success for a few cancers.

In summary, reduced costs will lead to universal se-
quencing. Millions of genomes and associated medical
records will then be mined to provide actionable insights
for disease treatment, especially for cancer.
Genomic Batch Processing: The standard workflow
today for discovering genomic variations in say cancer
patients is:

1. Assemble: The researcher assembles a small (<
100) cohort of patients (cases) as well as normals (con-
trols) over a few months because of the medical proto-
cols involved. 2. Sequence: Tissue sample from each
patient/normal is used by a sequencing machine to pro-
duce a sequence in roughly 1 day. 3. Analyze: An ad hoc
program is written to test for hypotheses such as “Gene
X is deleted in this cancer sub-type compared to nor-
mals”. Frameworks [27, 25] reduce programming effort,
but much hand-crafted code is still required; it may take
months and several iterations as the hypothesis is refined.

Further, sharing between researchers is rare. Each
full sequence genome is around 100 GB and (optimisti-
cally) takes 1 day to download. Genomes are often
shipped by Federal Express/UPS. Some NIH grants re-
quire that genomes be made public in repositories such
as the 1000 Genome Project [12] and the TCGA Can-
cer Archive [23]. However, download times and the use

1The costs refer to a 30× coverage of a single genome. Our paper
studies full sequencing (reading the entire DNA) as opposed to sam-
pling selected regions by a more limited technology known as microar-
rays used by say 23andme.
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of multiple ad hoc analysis programs by individual re-
searchers makes it hard to reuse (or even validate) find-
ings across studies. One study was able to fully repro-
duce only 2 of 18 results and partially 6 more [21]. Haus-
sler’s OSDI keynote [18] sounded similar themes: ge-
nomic big data, cancer as a driving application, and the
need for new tools.

1.1 Interactive Genomics
Consider the scenario (Figure 1) where all genomes are
on a cloud database. Each genome Gi is annotated with
a set of disease codes as well as other clinical metadata
(e.g., sex, weight, drug regimen).

1. Genome Browsing: Alice, a biologist, is work-
ing on the ApoE gene(Figure 1). Wondering how ApoE
gene variations mediate cardiovascular disease (CV),
she types in a query with parameters “ApoE, CV”; the
database returns the ApoE region of the genome in (say)
ten patients with CV. Since the ApoE gene is ≈ 0.1
Mbases, the data can return in a few seconds to Al-
ice’s tablet if the query is processed in seconds in the
cloud. Customized bioinformatics software on her ma-
chine mines the data to identify variations.
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Figure 1: Scenario 1. Browsing the genome.

2. Drug Discovery: Bob, a drug designer, knows
that deletions in tumor suppressor genes are key to can-
cer progression. He types in a query that asks for gene
deletions common to all acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL) patients, and those common to acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) patients with the goal of discovering
bio-markers, a small but distinct set of deletions that are
characteristic of the Leukemia subtype, and can thus be
mined and returned in a few seconds.

3. Personalized medicine: Charlie, a physician who
works with an elderly patient Sally, finds that Sally has
side-effects with all common hypertension (HT) med-
ication. Genome analysis shows that Sally has a so-
called SNP (a mutation) in gene X of Chromosome 1,
and this SNP is uncommon. Charlie types in a query that
asks for all HT treatments for patients with variations in

gene X. The search returns a rare HT medication called
iloprost[5].

Just as interactivity has transformed other fields (e.g.,
from librarians to search engines, punch cards to time-
sharing), we suggest that interactivity can also transform
genetics. Of course, interactivity only allows rapid hy-
pothesis generation. Ultimately, all hypothesis have to
be tested in wet labs (Scenarios 1 and 2) or in medical
clinics (Scenario 3). Despite this, since lab experiments
and patient trials are expensive, quickly ruling out un-
workable hypotheses is worthwhile. More precisely, in-
teractive genomics can gain in each step of discovery:

Assemble: The cloud database allows selecting a suit-
able logical cohort (e.g., breast cancer patients over 45)
in seconds. Sequence: Queries made on genomes al-
ready in the database do not see the delay of sequencing
and shipping. Analyze and Share: Analysts write short
declarative queries using a language like SQL. If every
result states the query used, verification and reuse are fa-
cilitated.

This vision is not as distant as it may appear. Church’s
PGP (Personal Genome Project [26]) already has a
database of 2000 genomes annotated with medical his-
tory from volunteers who have given up the right to pri-
vacy. However, the query facility in PGP is crude and
only allows retrieval of whole genomes.

1.2 Related Work
The popular UCSC genome browser [22] can be used
to browse regions of the reference genome. However,
the UCSC browser does not allow browsing individual
genomes, and only allows browsing by location. Vari-
ant callers (e.g., [14, 31, 19] take a donor genome and
output a much smaller list of variations compared to the
reference. Unfortunately, variant calling is an inexact
science; results show [18] that the major variant callers
differ greatly.

Custom genomic analysis can benefit from existing
frameworks such as GATK [27], Samtools [25], and
BEDtools [29] that offer routines for commonly used
biological functions. However, these tools require sub-
stantial hand-crafted procedural scripts and are slow
(Section 8.3).

By contrast, GQL, as described in this paper, allows
analysis using concise declarative statements together
with automatic optimization. Our earlier paper [?] de-
scribed the GQL vision but no system details or opti-
mizations. In a companion unpublished paper, we de-
scribe biological validation of results on 70 Yoruban in-
dividuals using GQL.

1.3 Contributions, Paper Outline:

Our key contributions are:
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1. Interactive Genomics (Section 1.1, Figure 1): We
sug- gest querying noisy genomic data interactively
to remove fruitless hypothesis quickly.

2. Layering for Genomics (Figure 5): We propose
sepa- rating probabilistic inferencing from deter-
ministic evidence gathering to allow interactivity
and better software engineer- ing.

3. Operators for Genomic Sofware Processing (Sec-
tion 4, Section 5): We propose abstracting genomic
processing us- ing 3 operators that embody noise-
tolerant interval process- ing.

4. Optimizations (Section 7): We show how to gain
inter- active speeds using two novel optimizations:
cached parsing and lazy joins.

5. Evaluation (Section 8): We show that GQL queries
take 60 seconds to execute in the Azure cloud on an
input BAM le of 83 GB. Further, GQL is 20x more
concise and yet 8x faster than GATK for a prototyp-
ical query.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
background in variant calling. Section 3 outlines the sys-
tem architecture and GQL operators. Section 4 describes
the features of GQL. Section 5 describes sample biolog-
ical queries and interactions via GQL. Section 6 details
our implementation, and 5 key optimizations; Section 8
provides performance results. Section 9 describes incre-
mental deployment to the UCSC browser and an existing
caller. Section 10 describes lessons learned; Section 11
describes ideas for further scaling.

2 Genetics Background
Figure 2 models DNA as a string of characters drawn
from the A,C, G, T alphabet. Each human cell contains
two such strings of 3 billion characters, one inherited
from the father and one from the mother. Current tech-
nologies cannot read the genome from left to right like a
tape. Instead, after extraction, the DNA is cut randomly
into a very large number of fragments of length L that
depends on technology. For example, Illumina 454 uses
L = 150. Each short fragment is then scanned by say
optical technology to form a Read of length L.

Think of a Read as first picking the paternal or mater-
nal copy with probability 1/2, selecting a random offset
with some probability, and then reading the next L char-
acters. The probability of error increases towards the end
of a Read, which explains why Read lengths are limited
today. To ensure that the entire genome is examined, this
process is repeated many times.2 The ratio of the sum of
the lengths of all Reads to the size of the original genome

2This process is parallelized in “shotgun” sequencing.

is called the coverage. Intuitively, coverage is the av-
erage number of Reads that span any genome location.
A Read stores meta data and L characters with an 8-bit
quality score per character, ≈ 100 Gbyte BAM file for
30x coverage of a human.
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Figure 2: Sequencing by Short Reads

While reassembling Reads would be ideal, assembly
is complicated by a large number of repetitive sequences,
much as in a jigsaw puzzle with much blue sky. Instead,
each Read is aligned to a reference genome called the
Human Genome. In sum, cheap sequencing today results
in a set of raw Reads. These Reads are aligned to find the
closest string match with the reference, allowing substi-
tution errors and a small number of inserted/deleted char-
acters. The resulting file of Reads and matching location
data is stored in a BAM file [25].
2.1 Variant Calling Today
Alignment is still useful without assembly because most
humans are 99.5% similar, and so most Reads will align
to the reference modulo small edits. Thus a genome can
be compactly summarized by differences from the ref-
erence [24, 20]. Software callers process BAM files to
produce a smaller VCF (Variant Call Format) file.

The simplest example of a variant call is a Single Nu-
cleotide Variant (SNV) where a single character differs
from the reference. Figure 3 shows a subject genome
with an A in location 2000 of say the maternal genome
while the reference has a C. This can be detected by
first extracting all Reads that overlap location 2000 from
the BAM file. Recall that alignment allows substitution
errors.

Notice that some of the Reads in the Evidence have a
C in location 2000, and some have an A. The final infer-
ence process must deal with 3 confounding error sources.
The instrument could make an error and erroneously read
a C as an A. Second, the mapping algorithm could map
the Read to the wrong location. Third, if the maternal
genome has an A but the paternal has an A in the same lo-
cation, we expect half the Reads in the Evidence to have
a Cand half to have an A. Thus, SNV callers “weigh” the
evidence and assign a probability for the location being
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Figure 3: Inferring SNPs. Evidence for the probabilistic call is
the deterministic subset of Reads overlapping the SNP location.

a SNV.
The probability is computed using an inference algo-

rithm that takes into account the probability of instru-
ment errors, the quality of the mapping and more sophis-
ticated factors. Inference algorithms vary considerably
and use a variety of Bayesian and Frequentist methods;
however, all SNV callers we know use a deterministic
subset of Reads (e.g., the Reads whose alignments over-
lap location 1000) we refer to as the Evidence.

Beyond SNVs, large deletions can be inferred (Fig-
ure 4) by modifying the hardware to fragment the
genome into pairs of Reads that are a constant distance D
apart. The donor genome is first fragmented into pieces
of 2L + D, and then L bases are read from the left and
right ends. This limits the number of bases read to 2L but
results in what is called “paired end” Reads that should
normally be D apart. But consider what happens when a
portion of the donor genome is deleted (Figure 4) and the
paired ends are to the left and right of the deletion point.
When mapped/aligned to the reference, the mapped lo-
cations will be a distance greater than D, in fact D +X
where X is the size of the deletion.
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Figure 4: Inferring Large Scale Deletions. The Evidence is the
subset of discrepant Reads that overlap the deletion.

Read pairs whose mapped locations differ beyond a
threshold are called discrepant and indicate a deletion.
As with SNPs, confounding factors include machine er-
rors, mapping errors, and whether the deletion is in 1
or both copies; in addition, the distance D is often not
fixed but has some distribution. Again, while inference
algorithms vary, two standard pieces of evidence are dis-
crepant reads and the reduction in the number of Reads
mapped to the deleted portion.

Inversions are detected similarly when 1 Read is re-
versed when compared to the reference. Other analy-
ses include haplotyping (assigning child variations to the
mother or father) and copy number (replication of certain
genome segments beyond a threshold). Genomic analy-
ses matter because even a simple mutation can result in
producing a harmful protein.

3 Proposed Genomics Architecture
Our architecture separates inference (probabilistic) from
evidence (deterministic) into separate layers with a query
language as the API.

3.1 Separating Evidence and Inference
Imagine a million genomes stored in the cloud as in
Figure1. Downloading a single 100 Giga byte genome
at current Internet speeds can take a day. For interactive
access we must bring the query to the data. We could
run current variant callers in the cloud and make rela-
tional queries on the smaller VCF files. However, this
approach has several problems.

1. Differing Results: Current callers use a variety
of inference techniques; results vary considerably [18].
Which one should one trust? 2. Hidden Evidence: Partly
as a result of Problem 1, biologists do not trust black box
callers and often wish to examine the raw Reads (evi-
dence) behind a call, which is hard with existing callers.
3. Too many calls: The number of calls produced by a
typical caller is too large for a human to sift. Running
Breakdancer[14] on a typical full sequence (NA 18506
from 1000 Genomes) produces over 30,000 calls. 4.
Slow Custom analysis: Callers have a limited repertoire.
Assembling a pipeline using a framework like GATK to
do custom analysis requires a skilled coder, and takes
days to code and much longer to run than the equivalent
GQL query(Section 8.3).

Probabilistic processing suggests the need for heavy-
weight probabilistic databases [9]. However, all callers
we know of use a deterministic subset of the Reads to
make their calls; so it appears far easier to separate out
genome analysis into two layers: one that gathers evi-
dence, and one that assigns probabilities based on ev-
idence on the right in Figure 5. Contrast this picture
with the current layering picture shown on the left. Our
proposed layering also uses a compression layer (e.g.,
[24, 20]) to reduce storage.

Our layering picture is similar to standard systems lay-
ering pictures. A possibly unusual feature is that the API
between layers is a query language called GQL. Intu-
itively, GQL allows selecting arbitrary subsets of Reads
from the Reads encoded in the BAM file.

For SNVs at location L, the subset is “All Reads whose
mapped location overlaps L”; for deletions the subset is
“All pairs of reads whose mapped distance is greater than
D”. Rather than hardwire these specific predicates, we
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Figure 5: Layering for genomics today (left) and our proposal
(right)

provide a more general set of operators. This allows us
to incorporate new evidence as technology evolves, but
also offers solutions to the 4 problems listed above.

First, it solves Problem 2 by making explicit the evi-
dence used by any caller; evidence can now be retrieved
and visualized independent of the caller; in fact a biol-
ogist can make GQL calls to retrieve subsets of Reads
without going through a caller, as Alice does in Sce-
nario 1.3 Second, for Problem 3, GQL as an interval
query language can be used to sift the called variations
in VCF Format, itself a set of labelled intervals. Third,
for Problem 4 GQL makes it easier to write custom anal-
ysis scripts compared to GATK as we will demonstrate
in Section5.

The evidence-inference separation also offers help for
Problem 1. First, if evidence is fairly standard but infer-
ence varies it makes sense to build a scalable evidence
providing engine that answers GQL queries in the cloud,
and relegate inference to the workstation where users can
experiment with different callers. A clean API allows an
industry to build a well-defined layer (Evidence) while
inference is being standardized.

4 GQL Specification
The biggest conceptual difference between GQL and
SQL is that intervals are first class in GQL because most
inputs (Reads, genes) and outputs (regions of variation,
VCF) are intervals. GQL uses Interval Tables which
are standard database tables except for two well defined
columns, IntervalStart and IntervalEnd, representing off-
set into the reference.

Conceptually, the BAM file itself is an Interval Ta-
ble since it consists of a set of mapped Reads, and the
mapped location (Location and Location + length form
an interval). In practice, we have to map the BAM file
into a Reads table because the BAM file is a list of
Reads. The other columns in the Read Table include
simple metadata such as the MateLocation and the strand
number (DNA has two strands, this is a key parameter to
detect inversions).

3Samtools allows retrieving Reads by location but do not allow
more general queries such as retrieving discrepant Reads.

In addition to these standard tables, GQL accepts a
freely formatted Text table which can be any table that a
user defines. The user has the option of creating an inter-
val table from any table by marking two of the attributes
as begin and end and the third attribute is updated auto-
matically.

The simplest operator is SELECT stolen from SQL,
which selects a subset of rows based on arithmetic ex-
pressions on the metadata columns. A second and im-
portant operator is IntervalJoin which is a join based on
interval intersection. In Figure 6 for example, imagine a
table with rows containing intervals 1, 2, 3, and 4 and a
second table containing intervals a, b, c all of whose rel-
ative positions on the reference line are shown. If we
IntervalJoin these two tables, there will be joined en-
tries for (1, a), (2, a) and (3, c) because only these pairs
of intervals intersect. Further, if there are additional
columns of Table 1 and Table 2, the corresponding val-
ues in these tables will be joined together in each out-
put table. For example, if Table 1 had (grape, 1) and
Table 2 had (a, cake), the joined tuple would become
(grape, 1, a, cake) in the output table.

We find IntervalJoin to be essential; we use it, for
instance, to select subsets of BAM file by joining with
the much smaller set of Genes; we also frequently use it
to compare variations between human genomes, between
parent and child, and between cancer and germline.
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Figure 6: IntervalJoin based on interval intersection. For exam-
ple, (1, a) is in the output because intervals 1 and a intersect

While IntervalJoin appears in temporal [32] and spa-
tial databases [8], our last operator may be more unique.
MergeIntervals merges a set of input intervals to form a
smaller set of intervals. For example, a deletion may re-
sult in a large number of discrepant Reads, all of which
overlap. It is more useful to merge such discrepant Reads
into wider deleted regions. However, two discrepant
Reads may overlap erroneously. For robustness, we add
a coverage parameter and require that all points in the
merged region are covered by at least k Reads, where k
is a parameter.

Note that MergeIntervals cannot easily be simulated in
SQL using two variables for the start and end of a region.
Consider two intervals (10, 100) and (50, 150). The re-
gion that contains 2 overlapping intervals is (50, 100)
which takes one value from the row containing (10, 100)
and one value from the row containing (50, 150). This
appears to be difficult with the relational Project operator.
More generally, naive mappings to SQL have poor per-
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Figure 7: In the simplest case, Merging Intervals corresponds to
find the union of a number of intervals. More generally, it outputs
the largest disjoint intervals such that at least k of the input inter-
vals are contained in each output interval

formance; building GQL allowed us control of the inter-
nals which enabled aggressive optimization (Section 7).

4.1 GQL Syntax
All GQL statements have the form SELECT 〈attributes〉
FROM 〈tables〉 WHERE 〈condition〉.

• The FROM statement specifies the input tables to
the statement in the scope of this keyword.

• The SELECT statement corresponds to the Project
operator and returns a subset of the attributes of the
input table.

• The WHERE statement selects the subset of records
of the input tables that satisfy the following filter
expression.

• The using intervals() expression follows a table
listed in FROM. It produces an interval for each en-
try of the corresponding table, allowing the user to
specify both the beginning and ending of each in-
terval. If the input table is of type READS the user
has the ability to add the keyword both mates as a
third argument to the expression using intervals to
denote that a mate pair is treated as a single interval.
This expression does not return any table, and must
be used with either create intervals or IntervalJoin.

• The create intervals function creates a table of in-
tervals from the input table. When the function is
called, the table in the FROMstatement is followed
by the statement using intervals(a,b) so that the
function knows which fields to use as intervals.

• The IntervalJoin statement which takes two tables
as input and joins any two entries of those tables
provided that the corresponding intervals intersect.
The user specifies the intervals of interest with the
expression using intervals next to each input table.

• The merge intervals( interval count op const)
which is a function whose input table needs to be
of type Intervals. It creates a new table of inter-
vals from the regions that overlap with at least or
at most the number of intervals specified inside the
parenthesis.

The complete GQL manual can be found in [3].

5 GQL in Action
To give the reader a feel for using GQL, we present a
quick example of data retrieval followed by a series of
“explorations” of a breast cancer genome including a
“diff” query between cancer and germline suggested by
Haussler in his OSDI keynote [18].

Perhaps the simplest query is based on investigating
variants in a ‘favorite’ gene. A researcher who is study-
ing the role of a specific gene for some disease is likely
to be interested in all variations in the gene. To investi-
gate all structural variation (for example), she will query
for paired-ends of Reads in these regions that either had
1. one pair end unmapped, an indication of insertion or
2. Distance between pairs greater than 1000, evidence of
deletion in Illumina Sequencing or 3. an inverted orien-
tation from the expected one, suggesting an inversion.

We wrote a GQL deletion query in a few minutes in
response to a request from a collaborator; the query took
a minute to run on a cheap desktop (no parallelization),
and immediately made all interesting data available to the
researchers, also allowing them to change parameters of
the query. To save space, we omit the query but it can be
found in [4].

The next series of queries is on genomes with ids
a2-a04p-01 and a2-a04p-10 from the TCGA cancer
archive [23] which are from a tumor and normal cell re-
spectively in the same breast cancer patient. We hope
these queries convey that answers in genomics are rarely
definite; instead, further queries are needed to refine or
understand earlier results.

Deletion Query on Breast Cancer Genome: The evo-
lution of a tumor genome is marked by many lesions
on the genome. These genomic variations (involving
single nucleotides as well as large rearrangements) of-
ten increase copies of oncogenes that promote tumor
growth, and ablate or delete the effect of ‘tumor sup-
pressor genes’ which check this growth either by in-
voking DNA repair, or through programmed cell death.
Therefore, we investigated whole genome sequence from
a breast tumor and matched normal sample from the
TCGA project.

Our first step was to query using Algorithm 1 which
looks for deletions by identifying regions that overlap
with ≥ 5 length-discrepant paired-ends (mapped loca-
tions are between 700 and 100, 000bp; (distances longer
than 100, 000 are considered unreliable).

The algorithm ran in 150 seconds and produced
20, 862 candidate deleted regions merely for chr1. This
had far too many possibilities to explore manually, so we
applied a number of filters using GQL.

Differencing the Cancer and Germline: We first
asked for deletions that were not in the germline of the
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Algorithm 1 A query that looks for deleted regions.
D i s c r e a d s = s e l e c t ∗ from READS
where l o c a t i o n >=0 and m a t e l o c >=0(

( m a t e l o c + l e n g t h−l o c a t i o n >700 and m a t e l o c +
l e n g t h−l o c a t i o n <100000) or

( l o c a t i o n + l e n g t h−m a t e l o c >700 and l o c a t i o n +
l e n g t h−m a t e l o c <100000)

)

D i s c i n t e r v a l s = s e l e c t c r e a t e i n t e r v a l s ( ) from
D i s c r e a d s us ing i n t e r v a l s ( l o c a t i o n ,
m a t e l o c + l e n g t h , both mates )

o u t = s e l e c t m e r g e i n t e r v a l s ( i n t e r v a l c o u n t >= 5)
from H2

p r i n t o u t

same individual as tumors are often dictated by somat-
ically acquired mutations; such difference queries are
standard [18]. Exclusion queries are hard to express in
relational algebra; so we manipulated the interval opera-
tors of GQL as follows.

We created a table which concatenates the output of
the execution of Algorithm 1 (which produces disjoint
“deletion intervals”) for both the tumor and the normal
cell. We then computed the interval join of this table
with itself. Thus we apply the MergeIntervals operator
to select the areas that overlap with exactly one interval
we eliminate common “deletion regions”. Algorithm 2
shows the GQL query that encodes this procedure.

Algorithm 2 Querying for deletions that are not common to can-
cer and germline.
s e l f j o i n = s e l e c t ∗ from i n t e r v a l j o i n

c o m b i n e d d e l e t i o n s us ing
i n t e r v a l s ( begin , end ) , c o m b i n e d d e l e t i o n s us ing

i n t e r v a l s ( begin , end )

s e l f j o i n i n t r v l = s e l e c t c r e a t e i n t e r v a l s ( ) from
s e l f j o i n us ing i n t e r v a l s

( begin1 , end1 )

d i f f s = s e l e c t m e r g e i n t e r v a l s ( i n t e r v a l c o u n t <=
1) from s e l f j o i n i n t r v l

p r i n t d i f f s

The output still contained 20, 809 entries for chr1 it-
self. It makes sense because many tumor genomes are
extensively mutated relative to normal genomes, so much
of the variation remained after the filter step.
Zooming in to Disrupted Genes: As a second filter,
we investigated deletions that removed a significant frac-
tion of the gene, as the loss of gene function is more
apparent with large deletions, and also the filter is ex-
pected to be effective because coding regions account
for only 2% of the genome. We performed a join with
a table of gene intervals, and experimented with many

Figure 8: Sample snapshot of the UCSC genome browser on an
output interval from Algorithm 3

versions of “significant disruption” by varying the mini-
mum amount of overlap required from 1bp to 50% of the
gene being deleted. An exemplar GQL query appears in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Querying for genes that are significantly disrupted.
l a r g e d e l = s e l e c t ∗ from t u m o r u n i q u e d e l where

( end−b e g i n > 2000)

a f f g e n e s = s e l e c t ∗ from i n t e r v a l j o i n
re fGenehg19 us ing i n t e r v a l s ( t x S t a r t ,

txEnd ) , l a r g e d e l us ing i n t e r v a l s ( begin , end )

d e l 5 0 p e r c e n t = s e l e c t ∗ from a f f g e n e s where
( t x S t a r t <b e g i n and txEnd>end and ( end−b e g i n ) >((

txEnd−t x S t a r t ) ∗1 / 2 ) )
or
( t x S t a r t <b e g i n and txEnd>b e g i n and ( txEnd−b e g i n

) >(( txEnd−t x S t a r t ) / 2 ) )
or
( begin<t x S t a r t and end>txEnd )
or
( begin<t x S t a r t and end>t x S t a r t and ( end−t x S t a r t

) >(( txEnd−t x S t a r t ) / 2 ) )

p r i n t d e l 5 0 p e r c e n t

The deleted regions that overlapped with genes
provide a treasure of data for this sample, and
can be visualized on the UCSC genome browser
(e.g.,Figure 8). Of a list of 24 known tumor suppressor
genes (http://themedicalbiochemistrypage.org/tumor-
suppressors.php), we identified deletions in 5. These
include an 840bp deletions in the well-known familial
breast cancer gene BRCA1. Mutations in BRCA1 are
used as bio-markers [13]. We also identify multiple
deletions in the Cadherin gene cluster on Chr 16. A
nearby family member CDH1 is a known tumor sup-
pressor in lobular breast cancer. Other events include:
multiple deletions in the gene deleted-in-colorectal-
cancer (DCC1), which (as the name suggests) is a tumor
suppressor known to be deleted in colon cancer; deletion
in PTEN, known tumor suppressor for multiple cancers,
including breast; multiple deletions in RB1, the first
confirmed tumor suppressor gene.

While additional experimentation needs to be done to
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Figure 9: Genes that overlap with a copy number region in at
least 60% of the exomes of our population.

validate these deletions, the advantage of using GQL to
quickly interact with the data and identify interesting
cases is apparent. While many of our assumptions (e.g.,
“significant disruption”) are arbitrary, the reader should
note that all genetic analysis is rife with such assump-
tions. GQL allows us to quickly modify assumptions
(e.g. 50% to 25% disruption) and hypothesis (e.g., dele-
tions to inversions) and understand the results, just as we
interactively debug a C program using gdb.

Population Queries: So far we have concentrated on
a single patient. Beyond deletions of cancer suppres-
sors, a second hypothesis is that cancers multiply certain
genes called oncogenes which should have a high copy
number. A natural query is to look for genes with high
copy numbers across a set of patients with the same can-
cer. The TCGA database has relatively few full sequence
genomes but a large number of cancer genomes that only
have exomes (the portion corresponding to genes). Ex-
ome data has a number of limitations especially in infer-
ring deletions; however, exome data suffices for detect-
ing high copy number. We ran the copy number query
described in [2] on 5 exomes from TCGA, 3 of which
are tumor and the rest are normal. The query identifies
genes that overlap with a region of at least 1K bases long
whose copy number is at least 300. Figure 9 shows the
genes that commonly overlap with high copy number re-
gions in at least 60% of the population.

6 System Design
Figure 10 depicts the GQL pipeline. A user enters GQL
code which gets parsed with a compiler we wrote us-
ing Flex and Bison tools. The query planner, written
in Python, assigns the appropriate execution routines
from the backend and generates custom C++ files for the
cached parsing optimization (see Section 7). The back-
end is written in C++ and uses a set of optimizations de-
scribed in Section 7.

We omit details of the (fairly straightforward) Query
Planner and proceed to describe the more interesting op-
timizations.
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Figure 10: The GQL pipeline.

7 Optimizations
This section describes the optimizations that transformed
GQL from a toy into a tool.
7.1 Connecting Pair Ends
We use a memory-efficient hashing mechanism to iden-
tify pair ends. Two reads are pairs in BAM when
their QNAME fields are identical; QNAME is a string of
15 − 30 characters. The conventional method which in-
volves re-sorting of the file by the QNAME field, is slow.
Moreover, keeping Reads sorted by mapping location al-
lows quick range retrievals.

Instead, we hash QNAME and reduce memory by ob-
serving that a QNAME value should appear at most twice,
for a Read and its pair. Thus, when processing a Read,
we add its QNAME to a chaining hash table if it is not
already present; if it is present, we identify the mate but
also remove the older value from the hash table since it
has been “matched”. The matched mate information is
added to an index table described next.
7.2 Meta Data for Speedup
Variant callers [14, 31, 19] make extensive use of the fol-
lowing four metadata fields of a read and its pair end in-
cluding the mapped chromosome, the mapped location,
the mapping strand, and the Read length. In particular,
a typical query sifts through a billion locations search-
ing for the few (say 10, 000) locations where “interest-
ing” events occur such as discrepant Reads. The BAM
file contains information (characters, quality scores) of-
ten irrelevant in determining interesting regions. Thus,
considerable disk bandwidth can be saved by replicating
Read metadata in a separate file, and scanning the meta
data file instead of the BAM file to determine regions.

Storing the metadata file as a separate index file adds
10 − 30% more storage but reduces query time by
over 50× (Section 8.1). When processing a query, the
meta datafile of a chromosome is read into memory;
query processing for the chromosome is completed be-
fore moving to the next chromosome.

8



A tabular array is used to index Reads where the first
table entry keeps the information for the first read and so
on. Each entry keeps four values: Location is the mapped
location in the reference (4 bytes), Strand (1 bit denoting
whether the Read is mapped to the Forward or Reverse
Strand, Byte Offset is an 8-byte pointer to the location in
the BAM file on disk where the full Read is stored; Read
Length is the length of the Read; Mate link is a 4-byte
offset into the array found by the preprocessing step of
Section 7.2

Currently, we use around 20 bytes of metadata. We
have not yet compressed the index file as in say vertical
databases [28]. For example, the 8 byte offset into disk
could be reduced to 1 byte with simple bucketing but it
would complicate random access. Even without com-
pression, our index per chromosome is small enough to
fit into main memory of a cheap computer. For example,
the size of the index for the largest chromosome (chr1)
on a BAM file of coverage 35× and read length of 100 is
1.5GB.
Algorithm 4 Querying for Reads that map to the reference. Un-
mapped Reads have negative location by convention.
H1= s e l e c t ∗ from READS
where l o c a t i o n >= 0

7.3 Cached Parsing
Interpreted expression evaluation can be expensive be-
cause of extra memory accesses. Consider the algebraic
part of the where statement of Algorithm 4. The straight-
forward evaluation of this expression requires the back-
end to find for each read the value of location and use a
stack-based calculator to evaluate the expression. How-
ever given the large number of reads (close to 109 per
sequence), the overhead of memory-based stack opera-
tions becomes noticeable.

The GQL compiler eliminates this overhead by trans-
lating algebraic operations into custom C++ functions.
In the example of Algorithm 4 the corresponding C++
customized function is shown below; the backend sim-
ply calls this function for each read. This is a major op-
timization as we show in Section 8.1.

i n t Reads : : c o n d i t i o n ( i ) {
re turn v e c t o r [ i ] . l o c a t i o n >=0;

}
7.4 Interval Tree Based Interval Joins
We optimize the implementation of IntervalJoin opera-
tor using a centered interval tree data-structure [6]. The
most expensive part of evaluating a Join involves a search
for overlaps between two arrays of intervals. Compared
to the quadratic brute force algorithm, the interval tree al-
lows an interval to query for intersection against a set of
n intervals in time O(log n) time. Further, the construc-
tion of the interval tree takes time O(n log n) and O(n)
space.

The center of the root is the midpoint of the union of
all intervals. The root contains all intervals that contain

the center value. For example, for the intervals (1 − 5),
(7− 15), (16− 19), (20− 25) and (22− 28), the union
of all intervals is (1 − 28) and center of the root is 13.
The tree is built recursively such that the left (respec-
tively right) subtree contains intervals with end points
completely to the left (respectively right) of the subtree
center. When the query interval intersects the center of
the root the output are the root intervals of the root that
intersect with the query together with the output of the
recursive querying of both the left and right subtrees.

7.5 Lazy Joins
As the name indicates, Lazy Joins postpone materializ-
ing a Join, as the cross-product of GQL tables can be
large. Instead, the IntervalJoin table of two tables A and
B is represented as an array of tuples (x, y), logically
denoting the joining of the x − th entry of A with the
y− th entry of B. Since one or both of the source tables
can also be IntervalJoin tables, we need to maintain such
“logical joining” recursively using a tree.

Consider for example table E of Figure 11a the result
of the IntervalJoin of tables C and D, which in turn is
the result of the IntervalJoin of tables A and B. We as-
sign to any unknown variable of an expression a struc-
ture which keeps track of which entry of the parent ta-
ble contains the desired value; we recursively update the
fields of this structure when we open the parent table. In
Figure 11a, assume that one needs to calculate the value
E[i] = arga+ argb+ argc. Since arga, argb and argc
are unknown variables, we assign a structure to each of
them as in Figure 11b.

The values of all three variables are initialized to un-
known. After reading table E, we learn that arga and
argb come from the 19− th entry of table D while argc
comes from the 40− th entry of table C. Since the latter
is a base table, we update the structure with the actual
value of argc as soon as we scan its contents. However,
since table D is also a product of IntervalJoin we open
it and learn from the entry D[19] that arga came from
A[18] and argb from B[21]. Finally, we proceed as with
table C to obtain the values for A[18] and B[21], and end
up with the final state shown in Figure 11b.

In evaluating a SELECT operation on a IntervalJoin ta-
ble, we simply evaluate the provided boolean expression
on all tuples of the table and outputs those tuples that
satisfy the expression.

We have not found lazy joins described in the database
literature. In standard query planning [30], if a small por-
tion of the results of several joins is selected at the end of
a query, the last Select can be hoisted in front of the Joins
to optimize the query. However, for Interval-based Joins
such query optimization is unsound, especially when the
final Select statement chooses regions covered by k in-
tervals.
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Figure 11: An example of GQL evaluating a set of nested joins.

7.6 Stack Based Interval Traversal
We implement the MergeIntervals operator using a
stack-based genome traversal inspired by how a parser
evaluates expressions with balanced parentheses. The
characters in the expression correspond to locations in
the reference; left parenthesis corresponds to interval
start, right parenthesis to interval end. When an inter-
val starts, we add it to the stack; when an interval ends
we pop from the stack. The number of elements in the
stack at any point is the number of open intervals at that
location.

8 Evaluation
We describe microbenchmarks in Section 8.1, macro
benchmarks in Section 8.2, and a comparison with
writing queries in the existing GATK framework in
Section 8.3.
8.1 Microbenchmarks
Our microbenchmarks are designed to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our optimizations. Our experiments were
performed on the full Illumina sequencing of genome
NA18506 in the 1000 Genomes project, which is the
son of a family from the Yoruba region in Nigeria. The
dataset is a BAM file of 75 GB which we split into chro-
mosomes, the largest being 6.5GB.
Indexing performance Index building is much faster
than sorting. A subset of approximately 97M reads from
genome NA18506 that map to chr1 required 6 minutes

to create the index using a memory footprint that did not
exceed 2GB. By contrast, sorting the same entries using
the QNAME field took 63 minutes. Figure 12 shows the
total time that our indexing takes and the memory foot-
print that is used for each chromosome. We also compare
this time with the time it takes to sort chromosomes per
QNAME
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Figure 12: Comparison of our hash table based indexing method
with sorting. Sorting per QNAME gives a lower bound of the time
it takes to discover the links between the pair ends in a BAM file.
The figure also contains the respective maximum required capacity
of our hash table.
Speedups due to Metadata indexing Figure 13 com-
pares taken to compute the query of Algorithm 4 data
using the metadata index file versus directly from the BA
file. We find speedups of nearly 100x. Since the meta-
data file is only 3x smaller than the BAM file, most of
the gains arise because we load the metadata using se-
quential disk reads while the BAM file processing uses
random access disk I/O. One could theoretically load a
large number of Reads from the BAM file to reduce this
discrepancy, but BAM APIs currently do not make this
easy to do.
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Figure 13: Comparison of execution times when query
Algorithm 4 uses the BAM file instead of the metadata file. The
file sizes are for chromosomes in NA18506 ranging from 320MB
(chrY) to 6.5GB (chr1).

Cached Parsing Figure 14 shows that cached parsing
allows user expressions to be written without regard to
their complexity. The results use queries with a single se-
lect statement whose where statement contains between
1 and 9 variables. The input dataset consisted of all 97
million reads of NA18506 that map to chr1. Note that
even for 3 variables — which we commonly used in
our queries for a Select (mate, location, strand) — the
speedup is around 25x.
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Figure 14: Impact of cached parsing. In the absence of the opti-
mization the execution time depends on the interpreter delay and
grows linearly with the number of variables contained in an ex-
pression.
Interval Tree Gains Figure 15 depicts performance
gains that accrue from using interval trees to implement
IntervalJoin compared to linear traversals. We join all
reads of NA18506 that align with each chromosomes and
the set of gene intervals provided by the UCSC genome
browser. The x-axis shows the number of intervals that
query the interval tree in each run; the leftmost y-axis
show time and the right y-axis contains the number of
intervals that are stored in the respective trees. It is easy
to see linear scaling for naive processing with the number
of intervals, and logarithmic scaling when using interval
trees with speedups of around 70x for large sets of inter-
vals.
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Figure 15: Impact of using Interval trees

Lazy Joins Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the power of
lazy joins in a realistic use case. The experiment involves
the interval join between the set of genes and the set of
reads that overlap with each chromosome of NA18506.
Note that the timing and space results of the opposing
approach (not using lazy joins) are liberal lower bounds
since they represent the minimum number of entries that
have to be present in a join. In reality, the space and
time requirements of not using lazy joins will be several
times higher because Reads have to be replicated multi-
ple times depending on how much they overlap.

Finally Table 1 shows that the reconstruction of physi-
cal entries of lazy join is efficient even in the face of mul-
tiple levels of join. The experiment measures the time
for interval creation from entries of tables that have been
emerged from a sequence of IntervalJoin operations. The
first entry is from a table that merges the set of genes with
a set of CpG rich islands, which is a text table found from
the UCSC genome browser. The second entry joins the
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Figure 16: Space savings for lazy joins.
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Figure 17: Time savings for lazy joins.

output of this table with Reads, the third entry joins the
second entry with genes and so on.

#involved tables time(sec)
2 9.1
3 58
4 66
5 85

Table 1: Ease of access of expression evaluations on lazily joined
tables

8.2 Macrobenchmarks
The parallelization experiments were performed on Win-
dows Azure using 24 virtual machines. Each virtual ma-
chine was an Extra Large instance with 8 1.6GHz core,
14 GB RAM, and 2 TB local disk, costing $0.96 per hour.
The BAM files for the experiment were stored in a vir-
tual hard disk in Windows Azure blob storage, at cost of
$0.07 per GB per month (non-georeplicated). Each VM
worked on a separate chromosome in parallel.

Figure 18 shows the execution of algorithms 1-3 on
Azure. Consider the most intensive query (Algorithm 1
on the tumor). Working on a single machine would take
around 30 minutes (sum of per chromosome times) but
working on 24 machines takes 2.5 minutes. The single
machine solution costs around 45c to run the query but
the parallel solution costs around 1$, a cost increase of 2
(due to idle machines) but a speedup of 12. Finer grain
parallelism can easily increase query times to seconds at
low costs.

8.3 Comparison with GATK
We also implemented the deletion query of Algorithm 1
using the commonly used GATK (Genome Analysis
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Figure 18: Macro benchmark experiments on Azure Virtual Machines. The execution times shown at (b)-(e) are per node execution
times.

Toolkit) [27]. We implemented the query as a Read-
Walker which processes raw reads through a series of
filter, map, and reduce stages to find regions where there
are 5 or more read pairs spanning a potential deletion.
In the filter stage, we wrote GATK code that essentially
simulated the internal GQL implementation of merge in-
terval to find discrepant Reads that whose mapped dis-
tance lies between 500 and 1,000,000 bases, using a pri-
ority queue (instead of a stack). During the reduce phase,
it unions all the intervals to product a set of disjoint in-
tervals that contain potential deletions.

The algorithm comprises about 150 lines of Java code,
and took an experienced software engineer about a day to
write and debug, starting with moderate familiarity with
Java, and no background in writing GATK extensions.
The corresponding code took around 8 lines of GQL. A
comparison can be found in [1]. Finally, on a single VM
when run on chr1 of the breast cancer genome a2-04p-
01.bam used in Section 8, the GQL code took 2 minutes
to run and the GATK code took 13 minutes.

The gains in simplicity and performance are likely to
be larger for more complex queries. Most of the gain in
performance on this query likely arose because we in-
dexed the metadata. While users can theoretically do
this as well, it adds an additional burden of code com-
pared to automatic optimization in GQL, akin to using
ISAM [30] before SQL. Optimizing is even harder for

users with complex queries with nested Joins. While we
have not done so yet, declarative queries allow optimiza-
tions across sequences of statements by reordering and
fusing operators, which seems impossible with frame-
works like GATK and BEDtools.

9 Incremental Deployment
GQL can enhance two standard tools used every day by
biologists: callers and browsers.
9.1 Speeding up existing callers
In this experiment we demonstrate the speedup that
GQL can provide to an existing structural variation caller
called Breakdancer [14]. A normal run of Break-
dancer max with input being the chr2 alignments of the
breast cancer genome a2-a04p-01 of Section 8 (a BAM
file of size 6.7GB) takes 25 minutes, and produces a col-
lection of variations including deletion, inversion, inser-
tion and translocations events.

We used GQL to filter the original BAM file to re-
tain only reads (103MB) that are needed by Break-
dancer [14], as determined by reading their algorithm de-
scription. Next, we ran Breakdancer max again using the
filtered input. This time the tool needed only 4 mins., a
6× improvement in speed that can be attributed to the
reduced data in the input file.

To measure the compatibility of the results between
the two runnings we assume an identified variant from
the initial experiment as consistent with the second run
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Figure 19: Semantic versus location browsing.

if it overlaps by at least 50% of its length with the latter.
With this definition, we found that 383 out of 393 of the
deletions, 251 out of 256 intra-chromosomal transloca-
tions, 6766 of 7152 inversions, and 77 of 4110 of inser-
tions are consistent in the Breakdancer run on the BAM
file and the run filtered by GQL, showing that the perfor-
mance improvement did not come at the expense of call
accuracy. Note that these results are based on our sur-
mise of the evidence used by Breakdancer from reading
their paper. More accurate results could be obtained if
the writers of the caller write the GQL query to gather
the evidence they know they need.
9.2 Semantic Browsing
While the UCSC browser allows reference genome
browsing, it has two limitations today: 1. Only the refer-
ence genome can be browsed. New genomes cannot be
loaded easily. 2. Only browsing by location is supported,
which we refer to as syntactic genome browsing.

By contrast, GQL allows browsing for all regions con-
taining reads that satisfy a specified property(e.g., dis-
crepant reads). For regions, it was trivial to convert GQL
interval tables to the BED format used by the UCSC
browser and view the results on the UCSC browser. We
refer to this as semantic genome browsing and gave an
example in Figure 19. Ideally, the UCSC browser should
be modified to directly support a field to enter GQL
queries as mocked up in Figure 19. Our performance
results indicate that semantic browsing can be done in
minutes if the answer to the query is small.

10 Lessons learned
1. Genomics requires exploration: After using GQL to
find deletion in a Yoruban male NA18506 we found con-
flicting results from Conrad et al [15] on NA18506. Sift-
ing with further GQL queries revealed that the purported
deletions found only in [15] had low coverage. Such
quick explorations in response to unexpected results are
well supported by GQL.

2. General constructs helped: We started by build-
ing of modules (as in BEDtools, GATK) used in genome
analysis such as “Find discrepant intervals” but the gen-
eral constructs have proved their use in unanticipated
ways.

3. MergeInterval was hard to get right: We tried to
do it only with Joins and Selects. To identify output in-
tervals that overlapped k input intervals, we attempted
to Join with a virtual table which contained all possible

output intervals. We are happier with the simplicity of
MergeInterval.

4. Additional operators will be needed. A GroupBy
and Count operator would benefit several biological
queries including Haplotyping. Other operators/refine-
ments may be needed to simulate the variety of Bioinfor-
matics algorithms.

6. Restructure for population queries: Some design
decisions such as running each GQL query in a separate
directory on a single genome make population queries
(e.g., Section 5) currently hard. Population queries in
GQL today are also iterative and hence slow. Scaling
to queries on a million genomes in a few seconds will
require new indices and restructuring.

11 Scaling GQL
Scaling of GQL to a million genomes could arise from:

1. Materialized Views and Query Planning: Our meta-
data index table is a materialized view [7] of selected
columns in the BAM file. A second potential view would
be a file containing the text of a Read without quality
scores. Views on “rows” are also compelling; for exam-
ple, one could store an exomic view corresponding only
to genes. A query planner could compute the minimal set
of views to read to answer a given query, minimizing disk
and memory bandwidth. Views should be compressed as
in [28].

2. Strength Vectors: Consider the query “Find vari-
ations common to 80% of blastoma patents that are not
not in 20% of normal patients”. As callers are in flux,
an alternative is to use GQL to find a coarse set of inter-
vals for each genome that contains any potential varia-
tion for the genome that could be 1000X smaller than the
BAM file. We read the coarse intervals from disk to pop-
ulate a strength vector which contains an integer for each
genome location, that counts the number of blastoma pa-
tients that have a variation in that location. A similar
strength vector can be maintained for the normals; then a
last scan of both strength vectors can solve the query.

3. Parallelism and SSDs: We have parallelized GQL
by chromosome in this paper. Further parallelism would
divide chromosomes into blocks with a small amount of
overlap. SSDs could be leveraged to store genome meta-
data.

12 Conclusions
We described a vision for interactive genomics in which
hypothesis can be generated and tested in minutes as op-
posed to days. Incorrect hypotheses can be discarded
quickly without time-consuming, expensive wet lab/clin-
ical trials. Genetics, like much science, produces con-
flicting and unexpected results; the ability to quickly
pose queries to clarify or refine earlier results (as in
Section 5) seems valuable.
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Existing frameworks such as GATK [27] and BED-
tools [29] raise the level of abstraction but still require
significant effort to write/modify queries (hours, see
Section 8.3), and are often slow to run because of lack of
indexing and other optimizations. Users are free to write
such optimizations, but the analyst wishing to quickly
explore genomes is in a quandary: either she carefully
optimizes her code which takes time, or her code takes
long to run.

Separating evidence and inference allowed GQL to
progress without recourse to probabilistic databases. The
combination of IntervalJoin and MergeInterval operators
worked well. The optimizations were key, improving
performance by 100x; cached parsing and lazy joins are
potentially novel. While aspects of GQL appear in many
databases, we found it crucial to get the whole package
right.

GQL is still evolving and must retool to scale to a mil-
lion genomes. Solutions to privacy must be found via
contractual arrangements or ideas such as differential pri-
vacy [17]. Inference algorithms must be standardized.
But the siren song of indexing the world’s genomes is
alluring; the systems community is needed to make this
dream real.
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